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The local adjacency polynomials can be thought of as a generalization, for all
graphs, of (the sums of ) the distance polynomials of distance-regular graphs. The
term ‘‘local’’ here means that we ‘‘see’’ the graph from a given vertex, and it is the
price we must pay for speaking of a kind of distance-regularity when the graph is
not regular. It is shown that when the value at * (the maximum eigenvalue of the
graph) of the local adjacency polynomials is large enough, then the eccentricity of
the base vertex tends to be small. Moreover, when such a vertex is ‘‘tight’’ (that is,
the value of a certain polynomial just fails to satisfy the condition) and fulfils certain
additional extremality conditions, then all the polynomials attain their maximum
possible values at *, and the graph turns out to be pseudo-distance-regular around
the vertex. As a consequence of the above results, some new characterizations of
distance-regular graphs are derived. For example, it is shown that a regular graph
1 with d+1 distinct eigenvalues is distance-regular if, and only if, the number of
vertices at distance d from any given vertex is the value at * of the highest degree
member of an orthogonal system of polynomials, which depend only on the spectrum
of the graph.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, much work has been done on bounding some distance-related
parameters of a graph, such as the eccentricity of a vertex, the diameter,
and the radius, in terms of (part of ) the spectrum. See, for instance, the
works of Alon and Milman [1], Mohar [24], Chung [4], Sarnak [27],
Chung et al. [5], Quenell [25], Van Dam and Haemers [9], Delorme and
Sole [12], Delorme and Tillich [13], Kahale [23], and Yebra and the
present authors [15, 14]. In some of these papers, different families of
polynomials, such as the Chebyshev polynomials and their discrete version,
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the so-called alternating polynomials, played a central role. In particular,
in [14] the authors introduced the the so-called (global) ‘‘adjacency
polynomials’’ (so named because they are defined from the adjacency
matrix of the graph) to improve the currently known bounds on the
diameter. Following this work, we show here that the right approach to
these polynomials must be local, that is, they must be defined from the
‘‘local spectrum’’ of each vertex. The motivation of these local adjacency
polynomials is done here, in the next section, via a result bounding the
k-excess of a vertex, which is the number of vertices which are at distance
greater than k from it.
Locally pseudo-distance-regular graphs, see [17] or Section 3, generalize,
for the nonregular case, the concept of distance-regular graphs, extensively
studied in the literature. See, for instance, the basic books of Biggs [3],
Brouwer et al. [6], Cvetkovic et al. [8], and Godsil [18]. In this paper we
come across (local) pseudo-distance-regularity in the next section, devoted
to the study of the local adjacency polynomials. The meeting points are the
maximum possible values that these polynomials can take at the largest
eigenvalue * of the graph. More precisely, all the polynomials attain such
maxima if and only if the graph is pseudo-distance-regular around the
considered vertex. As is shown in Section 3, this is the case when the value
of the polynomial just fails to satisfy the condition in the above-mentioned
result about the excess, and a simple extremality condition is fulfiled.
Finally, Section 4 shows how the previous results particularize for walk-
regular graphs, giving some new characterizations of distance-regular
graphs. For example, generalizing a result of Van Dam and Haemers [10],
it is shown that a regular graph 1 with d+1 distinct eigenvalues is
distance-regular if, and only if, the number of vertices at distance d from
any given vertex satisfies a simple formula in terms of the value at * of the
(global) adjacency polynomial of degree d&1, which is computed by using
only the spectrum of the graph.
In the rest of this section we recall some basic results and fix the terminology
used throughout the paper. As usual, 1=(V, E) denotes a (simple and
finite) connected graph with order |V|=n. For any vertex ei # V, $(ei)#$i
stands for its degree. The distance between two vertices is represented by
(ei , ej). The eccentricity of a vertex ei is ecc(ei)#ecci=maxej # V (ei , ej)
and the diameter of 1 is D(1 )#D=maxei # V ecci . Whenever ecc(ei)=D we
say that ei is a diametral vertex, and the graph is called diametral when all
its vertices are diametral. For any 0kD, let 1k(ei) denote the set of
vertices at distance k from ei and, in particular, 11(ei)#1(ei) be the set of
vertices adjacent to ei . The k-neighbourhood of ei is then defined as Nk(ei)
=kl=0 1l (ei)=[ej : (ei , ej)k]. Note that |Nk(ei)|=$k*(ei) is the so-called
k-superdegree of ei , introduced by the authors in [14]. (In particular,
$1*(ei)=$i+1.)
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For a given ordering of the vertices, we only distinguish between a vertex
ei and the corresponding vector ei of the canonical base of Rn by the bold
type used. Besides, we consider A, the adjacency matrix of 1, to be an
endomorphism of Rn. A polynomial p # Rk[x], the vector space of real
polynomials with degree k, will operate on Rn by the rule pw= p(A) w,
and the matrix is not specified unless some confusion may arise. As usual,
J denotes the n_n matrix with all entries equal to 1, and similarly j # Rn
is the all-1 vector. The spectrum of 1 is the set of eigenvalues of A, together
with their multiplicities. This is denoted by S#S(1 )=[(*=) *0>*m(*1)1
> } } } >*m(*d)d ]. We will make ample use of the positive eigenvector associated
to *, denoted by &=(&1 , &2 , ..., &n)T, normalized to have smallest entry 1.
Thus, &=j when 1 is regular. Given a vertex ei , we define the mapping \i :
P(V )  Rn as \iU=ej # U (&j &i) ej , for any vertex subset U{< and
\i<=0. When U=[ej] we will simply write \iej , so that \iei=ei .
Given a vertex ei and an eigenvalue *l , we define the ei -local multiplicity
of *l as mi (*l)=&zil&2, where zil is the projection of ei on the eigenspace
Ker(A&*lI). Note that, in fact, mi (*l)=cos2 ;il , where ;il is the angle
between ei and Ker(A&*lI). The values cos ;ij , 1in, 0 jd, were
formally introduced by Cvetkovic as the ‘‘angles’’ of 1 (see, for instance,
[7].) As was shown in [17], when the graph is seen from a vertex, its local
multiplicities play a role similar to the standard multiplicities. Thus, for any
vertex ei , mi(*l)0 and dl=0 mi (*l)=1. Furthermore, for any eigenvalue *l ,
ni=1 mi (*l)=m(*l). If *#+0>+1> } } } >+di represent the eigenvalues
with nonnull ei -local multiplicity, we define the ei -local spectrum as
Si #Si (1)=[*m i (*)>+mi (+1)1 > } } } >+
mi (+di)
di
].
(Note that mi (*)=&2i &&&
2.) We introduce, for each vertex ei , the local
mesh as the set Mi of all the eigenvalues with nonnull ei -local multiplicity
and, as usual, M will be the mesh constituted by all the eigenvalues. It is
well-known that Dd=|M|&1 and, similarly, it can be shown that ecci
di=|Mi |&1; see [17]. When ecci=di or D=d we will refer to the vertex
ei or to the graph 1, respectively, as extremal.
2. THE ADJACENCY POLYNOMIALS AND THEIR CONJUGATE
Given a vertex ei of a graph 1, we wish to study some structural properties
of 1 when it is ‘‘seen from ei .’’ With this aim we will consider a family of
‘‘local’’ polynomials, introduced in this section, which are motivated by a
result bounding the number of vertices which are far enough from it.
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2.1. Bounding the Excess
Let 1 be a graph with diameter D, and define, for any given 0kD,
the k-excess of vertex ei , denoted by exci (k), as the number of vertices
which are at distance greater than k from ei . Then, trivially, exci (0)=n&1
and exci (D)=exci (ecc i)=0. Furthermore, note that exc i (k)=0 if and only
if the eccentricity of ei satisfies eccik. The name ‘‘excess’’ is borrowed
from Biggs [2], where he gave a lower bound, in terms of the eigenvalues
of 1, for the excess exc i (r) of (any) vertex ei in a $-regular graph with girth
g=2r+1 (r is sometimes called the injectivity radius of 1 ; see [25].)
Theorem 2.1. Let p # Rdi[x] a polynomial with k=dgr p. Then
p(*)
&pei &
>
1
&i
- &&&2&t O exc i (k)t&1.
Proof. Let [ejh : 1ht] be a set of t arbitrary vertices, and consider
the spectral decompositions
ei=
&i
&&&2
&+zi ; f j= :
t
h=1
ejh=
th=1 &jh
&&&2
&+zj ,
where zi , zj # &
=. Then, from
&pei &2=
&2i
&&&2
p2(*)+&pzi&2,
&fj &2=t=
(th=1 &jh)
2
&&&2
+&zj&2
t2
&&&2
+&zj&2,
and the hypothesis ( p(*) &i)2>&pei&2 (&&&2&t), we get
:
t
h=1
( p(A)) ijh=( pei , f j) = p(*)
&i th=1 &jh
&&&2
+( pzi , zj)
 p(*)
&i t
&&&2
&&pzi& &zj&
 p(*)
&i t
&&&2
&&pei &2&(&ip(*))
2
&&&2 t&
t2
&&&2
> p(*)
&i t
&&&2
&&pei& 1&&&&
2&t
&&&2 t&
t2
&&&2
=
&i t &pei &
&&&2 _
p(*)
&pei &
&
1
&i
- &&&2&t&>0
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which assures the existence of some path of length k between ei and some
of the vertices ejh , 1ht. Consequently, it must be exci (k)t&1, as
claimed. K
It is natural to try to optimize the result of Theorem 2.1 by choosing
the polynomial of degree k that maximizes the quotient p(*)&pei&.
Equivalently, we want to choose the polynomial p of degree at most k such
that &pei &=1 and maximizes p(*). The study of these polynomials is our
next task.
2.2. The local adjacency polynomials
Let us consider a vertex ei of 1, with local spectrum Si=[*mi (*)>+mi (+1)1
> } } } >+mi (+di)di ]. The mapping defined in Rdi[x] by p [ &p& i=&pei& is a
norm and, in this normed space,  : p [ p(*) is a continuous function. For
any k=0, 1, ..., di let B ik=[ p # Rk[x]: &p& i1]. From the compactness of
Bik and the linearity of , there exists at least a polynomial Q
i
k with
&Qik &i=1 and Q
i
k(*)=sup[ p(*) : p # B
i
k], that we call the (ei)-local
k-adjacency polynomial. Let Nk #Nk(ei). The next result gives an upper
bound for Qik(*).
Lemma 2.2. The ei -local k-adjacency polynomial satisfies
Qik(*)&\
iNk& (0kdi).
Proof. Let p # Rk[x] with &p&i=1. Then if pei=ej # Nk :j ej , we have
ej # Nk :
2
j =1. Thus, projecting onto Ker(A&*I) we get
p(*) &i
&&&2
= :
ej # Nk
:j
&j
&&&2
whence p(*)=
1
&i
:
ej # Nk
:j &j .
With Nk=[ej1 , ..., ejs], we then consider the following constrained
optimization problem:
v maximize f (:j1 , ..., :js)=(1&i) ej # Nk &j :j
v subject to ej # Nk :
2
j =1.
The absolute maximum turns out to be (1&i) - el # Nk &
2
l =&\ iNk&, and it
is attained at :j=(&j - el # Nk &
2
l ), for any ej # Nk . K
Note that the above lemma gives the weaker inequality Qik(*)(&M&i)_
- $k*(ei), where &M=max[&l : l=1, ..., n] and, when 1 is regular, Qik(*)
- $k*(ei).
The next result allows us to speak without ambiguity about the ei -local
k-adjacency polynomial.
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Lemma 2.3. For each k=0, 1, ..., di , there exists the ei -local k-adjacency
polynomial and it is unique.
Proof. The existence of the polynomial stems from the comments given
in its definition. Let Qik be an ei -local k-adjacency polynomial, with 0kdi .
If there exists a polynomial r # Rk[x] with &r&i1 and r(*)=Qik(*), it
must be &r&i=1, since otherwise (1&r&i)r would contradict the definition
of Qik . Consider now the polynomial s=(Q
i
k+r)2 # Rk[x], satisfying
s(*)=Qik(*). For the same reason as above, we must have &s&i=1. Then,
1=&sei &2= 14 (&Qik ei&2+&rei &2+2(Qik ei , re i) ) 14 (2+2 cos #)1.
Consequently, the angle #, between Qikei and rei , is zero, and hence Q
i
kei=rei .
Since the polynomial Qik&r gives zero at ei (that is, (Q
i
k&r) ei=0) so does
at the di+1 eigenvalues of the ei -local spectrum. Therefore, we conclude
that Qik=r. K
Let us now consider the problem of obtaining the ei -local k-adjacency
polynomials. Before giving a general method to calculate them from the
local spectrum of ei , we will directly obtain those of degrees k=0, 1, di .
v (k=0) From the definition it is clear that Qi0=1.
v (k=1) Let p=ax+b, then the determination of Qi1 requires maxi-
mization of the function f (a, b)= p(*)=a*+b, under the constraint &pei &2
=$i a2+b2=1. Then, the maximum is obtained when a=(*- *2$i+$2i )
and b=($i - *2$i+$2i ), giving
Qi1=
1
- (*2$i)+1 \
*
$i
x+1+ , Qi1(*)=*
2
$i
+1. (1)
v (k=di) Note that the condition &p&i=1 yields
&2i
&&&2
( p(*))2+ :
di
l=1
mi (+l)( p(+l))2=1. (2)
Therefore, for polynomials of degree di , the maximum of p(*) will be
attained when p(+l)=0, 1ldi . Thus, Qidi=! >
di
l=1 (x&+l), where the
value of ! can be deduced from (2). Hence,
Qidi=
&&&
&i ?i0
‘
di
l=1
(x&+l), where ?i0= ‘
di
l=1
(*&+l). (3)
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Note that for k=0 and k=di the bounds given by Lemma 2.2 are
attained since, from Ndi (ei)=V, we get
Qidi(*)=
&&&
&i
=&\iV&. (4)
From Qidi we define the polynomial Hi as
Hi=
&&&
&i
Qidi=
&&&2
&2i ?
i
0
‘
di
l=1
(x&+l), (5)
which satisfies
(Hi (A)) ij=(Hi (A)) ji=
&j
&i
(1 jn). (6)
Note that the polynomial Hi , already introduced in [17], locally
generalizes to nonregular graphs the property H(A)=J of the Hoffman
polynomial H of a (regular) graph [22].
To study a general method for computing the adjacency polynomials, we
first introduce in Rdi[x] the scalar product
( f, g) i= :
di
l=0
mi (+l) f (+l) g(+l), (7)
so that the norm induced by such a product coincides with the norm
introduced above. Indeed, if ei=zi0+zi1+ } } } +zidi , with zil # Ker(A&+lI),
we have
( p, p) i= :
di
l=0
mi (+l)( p(+l))2= :
di
l=0
( p(+l))2 &zil&2
=&pei&2=&p&2i , \p # Rdi[x].
More generally, note that the ‘‘local’’ scalar product (7), defined from the
local spectrum of ei , coincides with the ordinary scalar product ( fei , gei)
in Rn. In what follows we use it to compute the ei -local k-adjacency poly-
nomials. In particular, we will find out that the polynomials Qik (0kdi)
only depend on such a local spectrum. Let us begin with the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.4. There exists a unique orthogonal system of polynomials pi0 ,
pi1 , ..., p
i
di
such that dgr pik=k and &p
i
k &
2
i = p
i
k(*) for any 0kdi .
Proof. The GramSchmidt method applied to the basis 1, x, ..., xdi
gives an orthonormal system of polynomials g0 , g1 , ..., gdi , whose degrees
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coincide with their respective subindexes. Choose !k , 0kdi , in such a
way that the polynomials pik=!k gk fulfil our conditions. Requiring &p
i
k &
2
i
=!2k=!k gk(*), and taking into account that the roots of gk are within
the interval (+di , +0), we get !k= gk(*){0. Then, the polynomials p
i
k=
gk(*) gk , k=0, 1, ..., di , satisfy our claim. The uniqueness is easily proved
by using induction. K
We are now ready to compute the ei -local k-adjacency polynomials. For
any 0kdi , let Qik=
k
j=0 :jp
i
j . Then the values of :j are the solution of
the following constrained optimization problem:
v maximize f (:0 , :1 , ..., :k)=kj=0 p
i
j (*) :j
v subject to kj=0 p
i
j (*) :
2
j =&Q
i
k &
2
i =1,
whose solution is :j=(1- kl=0 pil (*)) for any j. Introducing the polynomials
qik=
k
l=0 p
i
l , we can now express the ei-local k-adjacency polynomial as
Qik=
1
- qik(*)
qik (0kdi). (8)
From (8), (3), and (4) we get
qi0=1, q
i
di
=
&&&2
&2i ?
i
0
‘
di
l=1
(x&+l)=Hi . (9)
An immediate consequence of the above is the following result.
Corollary 2.5. Each ei-local k-adjacency polynomial has degree k.
Moreover,
1=Qi0(*)<Q
i
1(*)< } } } <Q
i
k(*)< } } } <Q
i
di
(*)=
&&&
&i
.
The above results allow us to optimize Theorem 2.1. To this end, we first
introduce a new parameter. Given a vertex ei and an integer 1tn,
let us consider the maximum of &\iU&, among all subsets U of t vertices
closest to ei . More precisely,
M it=max
UV {&\iU& : |U|=t and :ej # U (ei , ej) is minimum= .
Note that, in particular, Mi|Nk|=&\
iNk& for any 0kecci and, when the
graph is regular, M it=- t.
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Theorem 2.6. Let Qik be the ei -local adjacency polynomial of degree
1kdi . Then,
Qik(*)<M
i
n&t O exci (k)t&1.
Proof. If exci (k)t we would have |Nk |n&t and hence, by Lemma 2.2,
Qik(*)&\iNk&M in&t , a contradiction. K
As a corollary note that, since M in&t(1&i) - &&&2&t, we get
Qik(*)>
1
&i
- &&&2&t O exc i (k)t&1, (10)
in concordance with Theorem 2.1. Moreover, by using Qidi and t=1 in
(10), we reobtain the result eccidi (or exci (di)=0.)
The fact that Qik(*) attains the bound of Lemma 2.2 is related to a
striking property of the polynomials qik , as the next proposition shows.
Proposition 2.7. The polynomial Qik satisfies Q
i
k(*)=&\
iNk& if and
only if qik ei=\
iNk .
Proof. We have already seen that Qik(*) attains the bound given in
Lemma 2.2 if and only if Qikei=ej # Nk (&j- el # Nk &
2
l ) ej=(1&\
iNk&) \iNk
(as expected, a normalized vector.) Then, using (8),
qik ei=- qik(*) Qikei=Qik(*) Qik ei=\iNk .
The proof of the converse is straightforward, since &qikei &=Q
i
k(*). K
Although it was already a consequence of (9) and (6), the application of
Proposition 2.7 to qidi yields
qidi ei=\
iV=
1
&i
&. (11)
Another property of the adjacency polynomials is that they are orthogonal
with respect to the scalar product
( f, g) i*= :
di
l=1
(+0&+l) mi (+l) f (+l) g(+l)=+0( f, g) i&(xf, g) i . (12)
See [17] for a proof.
Going back to the orthogonal system [ pik] of Lemma 2.4, we finish this
subsection by studying two properties of its highest degree polynomial,
which will be very useful later.
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Proposition 2.8. Let ei be a vertex of a graph 1, with local spectrum
Si=[*mi(*)>+mi(+1)1 > } } } >+
mi(+m)
m ], and positive eigenvector &, and let p
i
k # pk ,
0kdi , be the orthogonal polynomials of Lemma 2.4. Then,
(a) The ei -local multiplicities of 1 are given by
mi (+l)=
&2i ,0 pdi (*)
&&&2 ,l pdi (+l)
(0ldi) (13)
where ,l=,$(+l), ,(x)=>dil=0 (x&+l);
(b) The value at * of the highest degree polynomial is
pdi (*)=
(1m2i (*) ?
2
0)
dil=0 (1mi (+l) ?
2
l )
, (14)
where ?l=(&1) l ,l=|,$(+l)|.
Proof. Let us consider the polynomials Zl*=>dih=1(h{l) (x&+h), 1ldi ,
so that Zl*(*)=,0 (*&+l) and Zl*(+l)=,l(+l&*). Hence, since dgr Z l*
=di&1,
0=( pdi , Zl*) i= pdi (*) Zl*(*) mi (*)+ pdi (+l) Zl*(+l) mi (+l)
=
pdi (*) ,0
*&+l
&2i
&&&2
&
pdi (+l) ,l
*&+l
mi (+l),
and (13) follows.
In order to prove (b), we use the property pdi (*)=&pdi &
2
i and the fact
that, from (13), pdi (+l)=(mi (*) ,0 mi (+l) ,l) pdi (*), 0ldi . Then, we get
pdi (*)= p
2
di
(*) :
di
l=0
mi (+l) \mi (*) ,0mi (+l) ,l+
2
= p2di (*) :
di
l=0
m2i (*) ?
2
0
mi (+l) ?2l
which yields (14). K
Proposition 2.8(a) can also be proved as a consequence of the Darboux
Christoffel formula in the theory of orthogonal polynomials of a discrete
variable. See, for instance, [26]. In fact, this was the (undirected) approach
followed by the authors in [17], to derive the ei -local multiplicities of a
locally pseudo-distance-regular graph.
2.3. The Conjugate Adjacency Polynomials
Let ei be a vertex with eccentricity =. From the vertices er # 1=(ei)#V=
which are at maximum distance from ei we can define another set of
polynomials in the following way. Let e i=\iV= and }= &\iV= &2. The
mapping defined in R=[x] by p [ &p& i =&pe i& is again a norm. Then, as
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before, it can be shown that there exists a unique polynomial Q ik with
dgr Q ik=k, 0k=, such that Q
i
k(*)=sup[ p(*) : &p&i =}=] which we call
the conjugate (k-)adjacency polynomial. Let N k=V"Nk , so that exci (k)=
|N k |. The next result is the analogue of Lemma 2.2 and it is proved
similarly.
Lemma 2.9. The ei -local conjugate k-adjacency polynomial satisfies
Q ik(*)&\iN =&k&1& (0k=).
Proof. Take a generic polynomial p, with dgr p=k. Let pe i=ej # N =&k&1 :jej ,
and solve the following constrained optimization problem:
v maximize (1&i}=) ej # N =&k&1 &j:j
v subject to ej # N =&k&1 :
2
j =}
2
= . K
There is an interesting extremal case in which the conjugate adjacency
polynomials are directly related to, and can be computed from, the complete
orthogonal system of Lemma 2.4. This is when the vertex ei is extremal and
Qi=&1(*) attains the upper bound in Lemma 2.2. In order to show this fact,
assume that ei is an extremal vertex with eccentricity ecci=di #=. Then,
from the orthogonal polynomials pik , 0k=, of Lemma 2.4, we can
define another orthogonal system as follows. We first note that pi=(+l){0
for any 0l= since, otherwise, backwards application of the following
recurrence (satisfied for any orthogonal sequence of polynomials of a discrete
variable, see [26])
xpik=bk&1 p
i
k&1+ak p
i
k+ck+1 p
i
k+1 , k=0, 1, ... (15)
from pi=+1(+l)= p
i
=(+l)=0 would give p
i
k(+l)=0 for any k=. Then, we
introduce the polynomials p ik # R=[x], 0k=, defined also on the mesh
Mi=[+0 , +1 , } } } , +=], by
p ik(+l)=
pi=&k(+l)
pi=(+l)
(0l=). (16)
We call them the conjugate polynomials of the pik and, using the above
recurrence (15), it was shown in [17] that dgr p ik=k for any 0k=.
Moreover, from its definition it is clear that they are orthogonal with
respect to the scalar product
( f, g)i = :
=
l=0
mi (+l)( pi=(+l))
2 f (+l) g(+l). (17)
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Suppose now that Qi=&1(*)=&\
iN=&1&. Then, from (11) and Proposition 2.7
we have pi=ei=(q
i
=&q
i
=&1) ei=e i . Hence, we get p
i
ke i= p
i
k p
i
=ei , and the
definition of p ik in (16) gives
p ik e i= p
i
=&kei (0k=). (18)
From the above results note that
( p, p) i = :
=
l=0
mi (+l)( pi=(+l))
2 ( p(+l ))2=&ppi= ei&
2=&pe i&2
=&p&2i , \p # R=[x],
and
&p ik &
2
i =&p
i
k e i&2=&pi=&k ei&
2=&pi=&k&
2
i = p
i
=&k(*)=}=p
i
k(*), (19)
where we have used that pi=(*)=q
i
=(*)&q
i
=&1(*)=&\
i(V"N=&1)&2=&\iV=&2
=}= .
Now we can compute the conjugate adjacency polynomials as before.
Namely, set Q ik=
k
j=0 ;jp
i
j , 0kdi , and consider the values of :j which
are the solution of the following constrained optimization problem:
v maximize g(;0 , ;1 , ..., ;k)=kj=0 p
i
j(*) ;j
v subject to kj=0 p
i
j (*) ;
2
j =}= ,
with solution ;j (- }=- kl=0 p il (*)) for any 0 jk. Then, introducing
now the polynomials q ik=
k
l=0 p
i
l , we can write the conjugate adjacency
polynomials as
Q ik= }=q ik(*) q ik (0k=). (20)
Within the above conditions, the conjugate adjacency polynomials can
be used to show that, at an extremal vertex, the maximality of Qi=&1(*)
forces the maximality of all the values Qik(*), 0k=.
Proposition 2.10. Let ei be an extremal vertex, with eccentricity =, such
that Qi=&1(*) attains its maximum possible value. Then the values Q
i
k(*),
0k=, also attain their maxima.
Proof. We already know that Qidi(*) (di==) always attains its maximum.
Moreover, for any 0k=&1, we have
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Qik(*)
2+Q i=&k&1(*)
2=qik(*)+}=q
i
=&k&1(*)
= :
k
l=0
pil (*)+ :
=&k&1
m=0
pi=(*) p
i
m(*)
= :
k
l=0
pil (*)+ :
=&k&1
m=0
pi=&m(*)
= :
=
l=0
pil (*)=q
i
=(*)=
&&&2
&2i
=&\ iV&2.
Consequently, using Lemmas 2.2 and 2.9, it must be Qik(*)=&\
iNk& and
Q i=&k&1(*)=&\
iN k&, as claimed. K
3. TIGHT VERTICES AND PSEUDO-DISTANCE-REGULAR
GRAPHS
In this section we investigate the connection between the theory of (locally)
pseudo distance-regular graphs, developed in [17], and the existence of
‘‘tight’’ vertices, in which the value of the adjacency polynomial just fails to
satisfy the condition of Theorem 2.6. Let us first recall the former concept.
3.1. Pseudo-Distance-Regular Graphs
Let us consider a graph 1=(V, E). Given a vertex ei # V with eccentricity
ecci==, we consider the partition V=V0 _ V1 _ } } } _ V= where Vk #1k(ei),
0k=. Now, for any vertex er # Vk we introduce the numbers
ck(er)=
l # I r& &l
&r
, ak(er)=
l # I r0 &l
&r
, bk(er)=
l # I r+ &l
&r
,
where
I &r =[l : el # 1(er) & Vk&1];
I 0r =[l : el # 1(er) & Vk];
I +r =[l : el # 1(er) & Vk+1].
Note that ck(er)+ak(er)+bk(er)=*, where, by convention, c0(er)=c0(ei)=0,
and b=(er)=0 for any er # V= . We then say that 1 is pseudo-distance-regular
around vertex ei whenever the numbers ck(er), ak(er), and bk(er) do not
depend on the considered vertex er # Vk , but only on the value of k. In
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such a case, we denote them by ck , ak , and bk (0k=) respectively.
Then, the matrix
0 c1 } } } c=&1 c=
C(ei )=\a0 a1 } } } a=&1 a=+b0 b1 } } } b=&1 0
is called the ( pseudo) intersection array around vertex ei of 1. It is shown
in [17] that this is a generalization of the concept of distance-regularity
around a vertex (which in turn is a generalization of distance-regularity)
that can be found, for instance, in [6]. As it is seen below, the usual concepts
of distance matrix and distance polynomial generalize in this vein to the
concepts of local distance matrix (or, simply, ‘‘distance vector’’) and local
distance polynomial. By way of an example, the graph 1=P3_P3 , where
P3 denotes the path graph on three vertices [e1 , e2 , e3], has normalized
positive eigenvector &=(1, - 2, 1, - 2, 2, - 2, 1, - 2, 1), with vertices in
lexicographic order, and largest eigenvalue *=2 - 2. Hence, a trivial
computation shows that 1 is pseudo-distance-regular around the ‘‘central’’
vertex (e2 , e2), with intersection array
0 - 2 2 - 2
\ 0 0 0 +2 - 2 - 2 0
and also around every ‘‘corner’’ vertex (ei , ej), i, j # [1, 3], i{ j, with
intersection array
0 1- 2 - 2 3- 2 2 - 2
\ 0 0 0 0 0 + .2 - 2 3- 2 - 2 1- 2 0
It can be shown that a graph 1 is pseudo-distance-regular around a vertex
ei , with ecci==, if and only if there exist the local distance polynomials vik ,
dgr vik=k, 0k=, satisfying v
i
kei=\
iVk ; see [17]. In fact, the main result
of this paper was to show that pseudo-distance-regularity only requires the
extremality of ei and the existence of the highest degree polynomial vi= , as
the next result states.
Theorem 3.1 [17, Theorem 6.3]. A graph 1 is pseudo-distance-regular
graph around a vertex ei , with eccentricity ecci== and local eigenvalues
*>+i> } } } >+di , if and only if ei is extremal and there exists the ei-local
distance polynomial vi= . K
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Moreover, in the same paper it was shown that the only graphs which
are pseudo-distance-regular around all their vertices are the distance-regular
or distance-biregular graphs. This last concept, introduce by Delorme
[11], means that 1 is bipartite and the numbers ak(ei), bk(ei), ck(ei),
defined as above, only depend on k and the partite set containing vertex ei .
The above result was proved using a similar theorem of Godsil and Shawe
Taylor [20], stating that the same conclusion is reached under the assumption
that the graphs are distance-regular around all their vertices (or ‘‘distance
regularized.’’)
Theorem 3.2 [17, Theorem 3.8.]. Let 1 be a graph which is pseudo-
distance-regular around each of its vertices. Then 1 is either distance-regular
or distance-biregular.
Let 1 be a pseudo-distance-regular graph around a vertex ei , with
eccentricity ecci==. Then, from vikei=\iVk , 0k=, it can be easily
shown that the local distance polynomials are, in fact, the polynomials pik
of Lemma 2.4, and clearly satisfy kl=0 v
i
le i=\
iNk . Moreover, ei is extremal
(as stated in Theorem 3.1) since =k=0 v
i
k=Hi and, from (5) and the
uniqueness of Qidi , we get ==dgr Hi=di. Consequently, Propositions 2.7
and 2.10 give the following new characterizations of pseudo-distance-regularity.
Theorem 3.3. A graph 1 is pseudo-distance-regular graph around a
vertex ei , with eccentricity ecci== and local spectrum Si=[*mi (*)>+mi (+1)1
> } } } >+mi (+di)di ], if and only if the ei -local adjacency polynomials Q
i
k
satisfies Qik(*)=&\
iNk & for any 0k=. In this case, ei is extremal, ==di .
Theorem 3.4. A graph 1 is pseudo-distance-regular graph around a vertex
ei , with eccentricity ecci== if and only if ei is extremal and Qi=&1(*)=
&\iN=&1 &.
Note that, since
qidi&1(*)=&\
iNdi&1&
2  pidi(*)=q
i
di
(*)&qidi&1(*)=&\
iVdi &
2,
Proposition 2.8(b) allows us to reformulate the last theorem, stating that
1 is pseudo-distance-regular around a vertex ei , with local spectrum Si , if
and only if
&\iVdi &
2=
(1m2i (*) ?
2
0)
dil=0 (1mi (+l) ?
2
l )
(21)
where ?l=>dih=0(h{l ) |+l&+h |.
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Note also that Proposition 2.7 constitutes a bridge between Theorems 3.4
and 3.1 so that, by using it, each theorem can be proved from each other.
From Theorems 3.4 and 3.2 we get the following new characterization of
distance-regularity or distance-biregularity.
Theorem 3.5. A graph 1 is either distance-regular or distance-biregular
if and only if all its vertices are extremal and Qi=i&1(*)=&\
iN=i&1& (where
=i=ecci) for any 1in.
3.2. Tight Vertices
As a consequence of the result of Theorem 2.6, and since interesting things
use to happen at boundaries [16], it is natural to drive our attention to the
case where a vertex ei satisfies, for some 0<k<di ,
Qik(*)=M
i
n&t . (22)
Note that, since M in&t>M
i
n&t&1 , the k-excess of ei must satisfy exc i (k)t.
Then, we will say that a vertex ei is k-tight when, for some t, it satisfies (22)
and exci (k)=t. In particular, if k=di&1 we will simply speak about a
tight vertex. Analogously, we say that a graph 1 on n vertices is tight when
every vertex ei is tight. From the proof of Theorem 2.1, we derive the
following result concerning k-tight vertices.
Proposition 3.6. Let 1 be a graph on n vertices. Let ei be a k-tight
vertex of 1 (0k<di), and let U denote the set of t vertices, 1t<n,
which are at distance greater than k from ei . Let e i=\iU. Then,
(a) e i=(qidi&q
i
k) ei ;
(b) the spectral decompositions ei=(&i &&&2) &+z i and e i=(&i &\iU&2
&&&2) &+z i are related by z i=&qikz i ;
(c) mi (+l)(1|&iqik(+l)|
2) eh # U &
2
h mh(+l) (t>1, 1ldi); mi (+l)
=(&2h|&iq
i
k(+l)|
2) mh(+l) (t=1, 1ldi).
Proof. Let Nk=Nk(ei), so that U=N k . Since exci (k)=t, the equation
(22) can be read as
Qik(*)=M
i
n&t=&\
iNk&. (23)
Then, by (11) and Proposition 2.7 we have (qidi&q
i
k) ei=e i , and this vector
can be written as
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e i=qidi ei&q
i
k ei=
&
&i
&
&iqik(*)
&&&2
&&qikzi
=
&
&i
&
&&&2&&2i &\
iU&2
&i&&&2
&&qikzi=
&i &\iU&2
&&&2
&&qikzi
where we have used that qik(*)=(Q
i
k(*))
2=&\iNk &2=(&&&2&2i )&&\iN k&2.
Finally, if zil , zjl , and zhl respectively represent the projections of ei ,
e i=\
iU, and eh (eh # U) onto Ker(A&+lI), result (b) gives
zjl=&qikzil=&q
i
k(+l) zil (0ldi)
whence
|qik(+l)|
2 mi (+l)=&qik(+l) zil&
2=" :eh # U
&h
&i
zhl"
2

1
&2i
:
eh # U
&2h &zhl&2=
1
&2i
:
eh # U
&2hmh(+l)
and (c) follows. K
As a consequence of (23) and Theorem 3.4 we derive the following result
characterizing those graphs having a tight vertex.
Theorem 3.7. Let 1 be a graph with a vertex ei , which has eccentricity
ecci== and local eigenvalues *>+l> } } } >+di . Then ei is tight ( for some
t1) if and only if 1 is pseudo-distance-regular around ei (with exci(=&1)=t.)
Proof. If 1 is pseudo-distance-regular around a vertex ei , Theorem 3.4
gives Qdi&1(*)=&\
iNdi&1&=M
i
n&t , where t=exc i (di&1). Therefore, ei is
tight. Conversely, assume that vertex ei is tight. Then, for some t1,
exci (di&1)=t, so that ==di and ei is extremal. Moreover, from (23) with
k==&1 we obtain that Qi=&1(*) attains its maximum value. Therefore, the
result follows again from Theorem 3.4. K
By using Theorems 3.7 and 3.2 we can now state the following result.
Theorem 3.8. A tight graph 1 is either distance-regular or distance-biregular.
4. SPECTRALLY-REGULAR GRAPHS
We call a graph 1 spectrally-regular when all its vertices have the same
local spectrum, that is when, for any pair of vertices ei , ej , we have mi (*l)
=mj (*l) for any l=0, 1, ..., d. In particular, di=d, for any i. Also, &=j and
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the graph must be regular. Note that the condition of being spectrally-
regular is equivalent to saying that the local multiplicities of each eigenvalue
do not depend on the vertex:
mi (*l)=
m(*l)
n
(0ld ). (24)
In [14] the authors, and also Delorme and Tillich [13], showed that
this is the case if, and only if, the graph 1 is walk-regular [18], that is the
number of closed walks (or circuits) of length k0 through a given vertex
ei , (Ak) ii , does not depend on i. (Alternatively, 1 is walk-regular iff the
vertex-deleted subgraphs of 1 all have the same characteristic polynomial;
see Godsil add McKay [19].) For instance, a distance-regular graph is
also walk-regular since (Ak) ii=(1n) dl=0 m(*l) *
k
l (where d=di) for every
1in, but the converse does not necessarily hold. Another example of
walk-regular graphs is given by the vertex-transitive graphs.
Now the scalar products (7) introduced for each vertex are identical,
they operate on the same space of polynomials Rd[x], and coincide with
the ‘‘global’’ scalar product
( f, g)= :
d
l=0
m(*l)
n
f (*l) g(*l). (25)
In [14], the authors introduced the (global) k-adjacency polynomials Qk ,
0kd, as the polynomials of degree k and norm &Qk&A=max1in
[&Qkei&]=1 that attain maximum values at *. Then, using (8) and the
above definition we get:
Proposition 4.1. If 1 is a spectrally-regular graph, then there exists the
k-adjacency polynomial Qk , it is unique, and has degree k for any k=0, 1, ..., d.
Moreover, such a polynomial coincides with the ei-local k-adjacency polynomial
for any vertex ei .
The following proposition gives a sufficient condition for a graph to be
spectrally-regular, and it will be used later to give a characterization of
distance-regular graphs. Its proof is based on the formula (13) giving the
local multiplicities of a graph 1.
Proposition 4.2. Let 1 be a regular graph on n vertices, with spectrum
S(1 )=[(*=) *0>*m(*1)1 > } } } >*
m(*d )
d ], and consider the orthogonal system
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p0 , p1 , ..., pd of Lemma 2.4, with respect to the scalar product (25). Let
qk=kl=0 pl , 0kd. Then, 1 is spectrally-regular if
exci (d&1)=n&qd&1(*)= pd (*)
for every vertex ei .
Proof. Let Qk=(1- qk(*)) qk , 0kd, so that, with the norm induced
by such a scalar product, &Qk&=1. Then, if exci (d&1)=t for every vertex
ei , we have Qd&1(*)=- qd&1(*)=- n&t=&\iNd&1 &, and Theorem 2.1
gives &Qd&1&i1. Moreover,
:
n
i=1
&Qd&1&2i = :
n
i=1
:
d
l=0
mi (*l)(Qd&1(*l))2= :
d
l=0
(Qd&1(*l))2 :
n
i=1
mi (*l)
= :
d
l=0
(Qd&1(*l))2 m(*l)=n :
d
l=0
m(*l)
n
(Qd&1(*l))2=n.
Hence, &Qd&1& i=1 and Qd&1 is the local adjacency polynomial Qidi&1 for
every 1in. In particular, di=d (a result that could also be inferred
from d=eccidid ) and (3) gives Qid=(- n?i0) >dl=1(x&*l)=Qd for
any 1in. Thus, for k=d&1, d, we have qik=- Qk(*) Qk=qk , and
hence pidi=qd&qd&1= pd for any 1in, and the result follows from
(13). K
Let 1 be a pseudo-distance-regular graph around vertex ei . Since, as was
shown in [17], the intersection array around such a (extremal) vertex is
uniquely determined by its local spectrum, Theorems 3.2, 3.7, and 3.8,
together with Proposition 4.2, lead to the following result.
Theorem 4.3. Let 1 be a spectrally-regular graph. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(a) 1 is pseudo-distance-regular around each of its vertices;
(b) 1 is distance-regular;
(c) 1 is tight.
Using the above results and Theorem 3.4, we can now state the following
characterization of distance-regular graphs.
Theorem 4.4. Let 1 be a regular graph on n vertices, with spectrum
S(1 )=[(*=) *0>*m11 > } } } >*
md
d ] and orthogonal system p0 , p1 , } } } , pd
defined as above. Then 1 is distance-regular if and only if, for every vertex ei ,
|1d (ei)|= pd (*)=
n
?20 
d
l=0 (1ml?
2
l )
(26)
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where ?l=>dh=0(h{l ) |*l&*h |. In such a case the polynomials pk , 0kd,
are the distance polynomials vk of 1.
Proof. Note first that the expression of pd (*) in terms of S(1 ) stems
from (14) with &=j, di=d, and the ‘‘equidistributed’’ local multiplicities
given by (24). Now, if 1 is a distance-regular graph with diameter D=d,
then the polynomials pk are indeed the distance polynomials and satisfy
pk(*)=|1k(ei)| for any ei and 0kd. Conversely, if (26) holds then 1 is
spectrally-regular by Proposition 4.2, since |1d(ei)|=exci (d&1). Moreover,
from the proof of this proposition, 1 is tight since Qid&1(*)=- n&t for
every vertex ei . Hence, by Theorem 4.3, 1 is distance-regular. K
The above theorem generalizes some results of Haemers and Van Dam
[21, 10]. Thus, as a main result, they proved in [10] that a regular graph
1 with four different eigenvalues (d=3) is distance-regular if and only if
the number of vertices at distance two from each given vertex ei satisfies
an expression in terms of S(1) which, using our notation, turns out to be
|12(ei)|= p2(*). Note that this characterization corresponds to (26) with
d=3 since, as 1 is regular and D(1 )3, we have, for any vertex, |V3 |+
|V2 |=n&1&*=q3(*)& p0(*)& p1(*)= p3(*)+ p2(*).
Another consequence of Theorem 4.4 is the result of Yebra and the authors
[15] stating that a graph 1, with spectrum S(1 ) as above, is 2-antipodal
distance-regular if and only if it is a diametral extremal boundary graph.
This means that ecci=d for any vertex ei , and
Pd&1(*)= :
d
l=1
?0
?l
=n&1 (27)
where Pd&1 is the (d&1)-alternating polynomial [15], defined by Pd&1(*l)
=(&1) l+1, 1ld, and ?l as above. Indeed, if we consider the case
t=|1d (ei)|=1 in the theorem, Proposition 3.6(c) gives |qd&1(*l)|=1, since
1 is spectrally-regular, and Qd&1(*l)=\(1- n&1) for any 1ld. But,
as is readily seen, the maximum value at * of such a polynomial, that is,
Qd&1(*)=- n&1, is attained when Qd&1(*l)=(&1) l+1 (1- n&1). Then
we conclude that qd&1=Qd&1(*) Qd&1=Pd&1 , pd=qd&Pd&1 , and (27)
is equivalent to (26) with |1d (ei)|=1. Furthermore, in such a case, pd (*l)
=(&1) l+1 and (13) and (24) give
ml=
?0
?l
(0ld )
for the multiplicities of a 2-antipodal distance regular graph; see also [16],
giving a new insight into (27).
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